The EF® cotton management system is a group of related software programs designed to work independently and cooperatively to manage cotton as a raw material and asset. By providing tools to manage most aspects of cotton’s life cycle, the cotton management system seeks to improve the efficiency of cotton flow, augment the efficiency and utility of cotton, increase cotton’s profitability, and enhance the demand for cotton.

**EFS® System**

EFS®USCR® software manages a mill’s acquisition and use of USDA HVI® classed cotton. By grouping and categorizing cottons on and off mills in creating uniform rings but scaled for a specified end product.

**EFS®USCR® Software**

EFS®USCR® software enables a user to review and analyze crop data using USDA HVI® classing information. Compilations of cotton classing data can be simplified and enhanced with a variety of reports and graphs.